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ABSTRACT
In this paper, I discuss how one can motivate students with the results of space research, and
make them more interested in the subject of physics. In Hungary the MaSat-1, which is the
first Hungarian satellite, presents an excellent opportunity for this. This spacecraft was
designed and made by students of the Budapest University of Technology and Economics for
educational purposes. Not only the MaSat-1, but the satellites in general provide opportunity
for motivation in many topics in our teaching of physics. I attempt to prove in my presentation
that not only in the traditional areas (for example laws of Kepler) can we refer to satellites,
but also in other topics, such as thermodynamics or electrostatics.
INTRODUCTION
The fact that students do not like physics as a subject is a problem in teaching physics all
over Europe. Although in the media we can learn about all the latest remarkable results of
research done in physics, most of which are also available for anyone online, physics classes
are not the students’ most favoured classes. In my paper I intend to show how we could
motivate students by integrating the results of space research into physics classes.
There has been a recent opportunity to make use of the results of space research in physics
education in Hungary by means of MaSat-1, the first Hungarian satellite [1], see Fig.1.

Fig.1. MaSat-1 (source: https://masat.bme.hu)
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This orbital vehicle was designed and constructed by the students of the Budapest
University of Technology and Economics for educational purposes within the confines of the
CubeSat programme of the European Space Agency (ESA). Some important data of MaSat-1:
its mass was 1 kg, with an edge of 10 cm and there was no propulsion. This small satellite
was functioning for almost three years, far exceeding its planned 3-month lifespan. Covering
MaSat-1 in physics classes in secondary schools is an outstanding opportunity to motivate
students as it is an exceptionally successful implementation of a student experiment. MaSat-1
itself as well as CubeSats in general can be used in an astonishing number of educational
topics. In the present paper I will show their application not only in the traditional areas (e.g.
Kepler’s Laws), but also in branches of physics which may first sound astounding, e.g. in
electrostatics and thermodynamics.
THE ORBIT OF MASAT-1
First of all, let us take a look at an otherwise common task, but this time using the real data
of MaSat-1. Given the furthest and closest point of the elliptic orbit of MaSat-1 from the
Earth, we can calculate its geometrical parameters, its orbital period and its lowest and highest
speed of motion:
point closest to Earth (perigee): rmin=300 km,
point furthest from Earth (apogee): rmax=1450 km.
The geometrical parameters of the elliptical orbit are as follows (‘a’ being the semi-major
axis of the ellipse, ‘b’ its semi-minor axis, ‘c’ half of the distance of its focal points and ‘e’ its
numerical eccentricity):
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With the help of Kepler’s Third Law we can calculate the orbital period. Since the mass of
MaSat-1 is only 1 kg, we can simplify with it. It is fortunate if students have the opportunity
to deal with more and more tasks in which they meet the notions of commensurability or
incommensurability so that we can discuss when we can leave out a term. The gravitational
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It reaches the highest and lowest speed in its perigee and apogee which can be calculated
based on the following formula:
2 1
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We have this formula from the energy integral and the fact that in the two-body problem
we obtain the relation a=-m/2E where ‘a’ is the semi-major axis of the ellipse, ‘m’ is the
reduced mass, and ‘E’ is the total energy [2].
MECHANICAL VIBRATIONS
When teaching vibrations, we may call the students’ attention to the fact that in reality
mechanical vibrations are not predominantly harmonic vibrations. For instance, MaSat-1 in
the rocket was mostly exposed to irregular vibrations when being launched and put into orbit.
For this reason, it was tested on a vibrating platform (see Fig.2 and Fig.3) during qualification
procedures in order to make sure that the parts would survive in the extreme conditions it was
going to face in the rocket. The test was carried out after having the parameters of the launch
vehicle called Vega set. We can say that statistical methods are used to describe random
vibration loads because there is no inherent mathematical way to describe a random vibration
time history. In Fig.2. we can see a CubeSat on the vibration platform, and in Fig.3. the
vibration platform on which the Hungarian CubeSat was tested.

Fig.2. Vibration platform (Source: [3])

Fig.3. Vibration platform (Source: [1])

MASAT-1 AND OTHER CUBESATS IN THERMODYNAMICS
When introducing thermodynamics in class, first we discuss the notion of temperature and
then we continue with the principles of thermal expansion. After doing experiments on
thermal expansion in the classroom, we can look out to space. We can make the students
calculate how much the earthbound geometrical data (edges, surface and volume at roomtemperature, i.e. 20 °C) of the CubeSat were reduced when its internal temperature fell to 5
°C. At this point we can mention that the internal temperature of the CubeSat was not allowed
to drop below 5 °C in order to protect the battery it contained and we can also tell the students
that the metal plate of MaSat-1 was made of special aircraft aluminium. With the help of this
exercise we can show our students one of the problems of spacecraft design, namely, that in
the secondary school handbooks we find the value of the thermal expansion coefficient in
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normal atmospheric pressure. We may tell them there exists a separate space technology,
where engineers take the special circumstances in space into account. It may be interesting for
the students to find out that the discovery of Teflon coating for pans as well as hook and loop
fasteners are both the results of the development of space technology.
In its simplest form, the First Law of Thermodynamics states that neither matter nor energy
can be created or destroyed. The amount of energy in the universe is constant. This law will
be better understood if we give a wider range of examples. Let us look at satellites to see how
we can prove the validity of this law. Consider a satellite in its orbit. Why does this ‘perpetual
motion’ not contradict this law? The students will probably give the right answer immediately
that the satellite does not stay in its orbit forever; sooner or later it enters the Earth’s
atmosphere due to friction, and it burns away afterwards.
See Fig.4 which shows that the apogee of MaSat-1 in its final months was continuously
getting closer to the surface. The blue line shows the decrease of apogee, and the pink one
shows the altitude of perigee. The satellite was destroyed at an altitude of about 130 km. It is
interesting to note that the orbit had gradually become circular in shape.

Fig.4. The last months of MaSat-1 (source: http://www.ha5mrc.hu/hamsat/sats.html)
The satellite’s return into the atmosphere and its annihilation, however, can be a very long
process. Therefore, there may be satellites which no longer function but might stay in orbit for
years, even decades. An interesting example of this is the ENVISAT, an Earth-monitoring
satellite of ESA, which will be a ghost in space for 150 years. This problem is a new
challenge for space research in the twenty-first century; it is necessary to deal with the
increasing number of space debris.
ELECTROSTATICS
In the topic of electrostatics we can demonstrate a Faraday Cage in real-life practice. A
Faraday Cage protected the central computer in the control room of MaSat -1 from lightning
strikes. In the picture on the left we can see this room under construction, in the picture on the
right we can see my students attending a lecture on MaSat-1 in the same room. (see Fig.5).
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Fig.5. Control Centre of MaSat-1 - Faraday Cage (Source: [4])
ELECTRICITY AND PHENOMENA IN CONDUCTIVITY
In the topic of semiconductors we mention the solar cells since they carry significance not
only on Earth but also in space. The energy from solar radiation transformed into electric
energy with the help of solar cells is a determining factor for spacecrafts. Thus solar cells
were placed on all six sides of MaSat-1 as well, for they served as its basic energy source.
Once again using the original data of the device, we can make our students do calculations.
In the case of MaSat-1 a subsidiary power supply system was also needed in the form of a
single-cell Lithium-Ion battery. One third of the cube contained the battery itself, and it took a
great proportion of its mass as well. By means of the battery the CubeSat had sufficient
energy supply even when it was orbiting the dark side of the Earth. Energy distribution was
controlled by an on-board computer. With our students we can discuss that the Lithium-Ion
battery is the most dynamically developing of all battery types. It has optimal figures
regarding its mass and the proportion of its volume to the energy supplied. It is becoming
more and more widespread in space industry; however, it is extremely sensitive to changes in
temperature.
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES
Due to international frequency allocations, the CubeSat was operating on two different
frequencies, i.e. on 437 and 145 MHz amateur radio frequencies. Therefore, its life could be
tracked by radio amateurs and valuable information was forwarded to the control centre on
the appointed website. We may also tell our students that three days after its launch, it was
given the OSCAR number: MO-72, indicating that MaSat-1 is the 72nd radio amateur satellite.
The first was launched in 1961 from private funds. OSCAR is a mosaic word meaning
Orbiting Satellite Carrying Amateur Radio. In the reference given one can consult the
conditions of giving out OSCAR numbers.
The antenna of MaSat-1 is also worth mentioning, it was not made of space-qualified
material, yet it functioned impeccably. The antenna is a 17-cm-long part of a metallic tapemeasure, available in all do-it-yourself stores (see Fig.5). Again we have a calculation
exercise at hand: namely if the frequency of the wireless receiver is 437 MHz then what
proportion of the wavelength is the 17 cm?
SPACE WEATHER
Space weather is an interesting new field of research which may attract our students’
attention. Let us discuss with the students that by space weather we mean phenomena taking
place in the ionosphere, magnetosphere and the interplanetary space near the Earth. The most
important effects influencing space weather are solar wind, mass transfer from the Sun and
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magnetic phenomena in interplanetary space. Satellite damage may occur in the cases of
intensive solar magnetic activity. In MaSat-1 each subsystem was monitored by a network of
signal relays providing overcurrent protection against incidental particle radiation [4].
CONCLUSIONS
My in-class experience reveals that including a significant number of references related to
space research makes physics classes more attractive for students. Since I started to use this
method, several students of my classes have done research in the topic of space technology
and have taken part successfully in the ‘Physics in Science and Arts Competition’, in spite of
the fact that they study to be professional musicians. It is also important to note that as the list
of references below shows, all the data referred to in this article are available online. This
means that one way to make our physics classes more engaging for our students could be
collecting this information from professional online material. At the same time we can also
teach our students how to recognize which websites are reliable. Apparently they may come
across inaccuracies this way as well, but the probability of mistakes is also there in the case of
printed sources.
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ABSTRACT
During the last decade various physical and chemical experiments were built on the
Hunveyor lander and Husar rover educational space probe models. We report about several
environmental monitoring experiments.
INTRODUCTION
The Hunveyor lander and Husar rover models were introduced to the education of
technology- and environment-related courses since the 1997-1998 academic year. In the next
years the program have been opened gradually and extended to several universities, colleges
and high schools in Hungary. Two main blocks of principles governed the program. One was
the scientific achievements in planetary geology [1] [2] [3] [4]. The other was a summary of
planetary probe construction and operation [5], and also a summary of measurements and
results of The Surveyor Investigator Teams. On the basis of the real operation of the
Surveyor, and later the Mars Pathfinder Teams we extracted an educational program by
constructing and operating the space probe models from the point of view of measurements
carried out on various planetary surfaces and later in the analog terrestrial environment field
works.
EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES OF SPACE PROBE CONSTRUCTION
The concept of Hunveyor is based on the space probe Surveyor of NASA. The Hunveyor
name comes from the Hungarian University Surveyor.
The main focus of teaching by construction is a relationship between the technological
aspects of modern electronic and information technology machines connected with
application in the science field of planetary geology. This focus means not only learning the
associated principles (measurements, technologies, instrument systems and computer
technology) but the testing of robots under real geographical conditions. In this educational
process the student’s knowledge gradually increases on physical, chemical, geological
characteristics of the surroundings. By placing the space probe models in the terrains another
objective rises: application triggers the need in students to develop measuring methods for
environmental surface processes. In this educational process measuring technologies reveal
interconnections between (interwoven) processes used both in measuring and in nature itself,
so students get acquainted with the complexity of the environment. Simultaneously, they learn
the benefits of using the complexity of a data processing system (Fig.1.). Working with the
experimental space probe is always an interesting challenge because of its complexity.
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MEASURING THE PLANETARY SURFACE AND PLANETARY ANALOG
TERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENTS
Stratigraphic works on lunar geology selected and emphasized those principles of terrestrial
geology, which can be extended to the Solar System [3][4]. Characteristics of surface rocks
were first investigated by their optical properties and morphologies, but later, the lander space
probes showed details of the surface. Characteristics of a surface can be determined by
mechanical (Fig.2.), optical, thermal, simple chemical property measurements of:
• mechanical properties: strength, rigidity, porosity, depth of regolith, depth of surface
powder, roughness of the soil and the largest blocks scattered on the surface, [6] [7] [8] [9];
• optical properties to be studied by a television camera are: relative albedo, roughness,
crater density, smoothness, height of the highest elevation in the vicinity of the lander,
average inclination of the landscape [10] [11];
• thermal properties are: surface rock temperatures, thermal conductivity [12] [13].
Over these examples we intended to develop simple measuring instruments for soil
properties. The planning of measurements on a specific soil property needs detailed
understanding of the physics and chemistry behind these characteristics of the soil, and that is
one crucial aspect of the space probe experiments as educational tools [14] [15] [16] [17].

Fig.1. The overview of the Hunveyor-4 system [15]

Fig.2. Soil hardness measuring effector on the end of the Hunveyor-2 arm [16] [17]
OUR HUSAR ROVER EXPERIMENTS
The basis for the extended works with Husar rover (Hungarian University Surface
Analyser Rover) is a car model based on the Sojourner of Pathfinder.
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Experiment for pH measurements for the chemistry of the soil
First step in measuring the chemistry of the surface materials on a planetary soil is the pH.
This measurement was constructed by using two arms and a pump on the rover (both from
LEGO elements). On the first arm we placed a wireless camera, (being able to rotate around
360°-and could also bend down). The role of the second arm was to place the indicator ribbon
to the surface, move it along a distance for contact with the wet soil. The role of the pump
was to pour water on the soil surface. The basic technology was the following: (1) Husar-5
pours out water on the soil, (2) water dissolves important chemical components from the soil,
(3) the indicator ribbon touches the soil surface and reports the main chemical characteristics
of this chemistry by its color changes (Fig.3.) [18].

Fig.3. On the front of the rover there is an ultrasonic sensor of the obstacles before the rover.
(Upper arm). There is also the camera (right up) and there is the arm moving the indicator
ribbon. The ribbon is rolled from one wheel to the other wheel while the arm is contacting the
surface and soil. The camera observes the changes on the indicator ribbon colour [18]
Measurement of the gas emission liberated by optical heating
The rover uses an optical lens as a classical heating experiment and uses several gassensors for measuring the chemical components liberated by the heating. This experiment
demonstrates a classical-style heating combined with a gas sensor application. This way it
measures the characteristics of the soil on the surface of a planet [19].
The steps of the measuring process: Focusing
1. Basic position: The lens is in resting position exactly a focus distance above the soil.
The holding arm is horizontal, the plane of the lens is also horizontal, parallel with the soil.
2. The light sensor measures the intensity of the light and the program decides whether it is
enough to begin the measurements.
3. As we shall see, we consider the soil surface as horizontal. The measuring place can be
selected by the “terrestrial control”. They observe the environment through the camera on the
top of the tower on the Husar-5. (We also plan an instrument for making the soil flat and
smooth in front of the rover. The ultrasonic sensor considers the larger humps as obstacles
and turns back the rover.)
4. After selecting the location of the measurement, the computer program first moves the
lens and finds the position (with the help of the light sensor) where the intensity of the light is
the highest. This is an angle  with the horizontal plane.
5. The other motor moves the arm up and down and sets the position of the lens plane
perpendicular to the solar light. The program takes the measured  angles into the memory.
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6. Lifting up the arm is the next step. The height H where the lens collects the sunlight
exactly at the focus of the lens reaching the soil surface: H = h cos, where h = f cos (see
Fig.4. and Fig.5.). From the initial position the lifting motor sets the arm to the necessary
position. After lifting the centre of the lens to the height of y = f + k sin, the arm should be
moved through a distance y – h. (Using the speed of the movement the program calculates the
time of the motion.) This way the focusing was done. By the effect of the solar rays gases are
liberated from the soil.

Fig.4. The lens at resting position on the front arm of the Husar-5 rover (right) and the steps
in positioning the lens [19]. The height “H” and the angle “” is not visible in this picture,
because they are outside, in the perpendicular plane.

Fig.5. Movement possibilities: One motor makes the arm move up and down along an arc
from the horizontal plane to about 40-45°. The lens can be rotated around its axis of
symmetry. If that is the basic position shown on the figure (0°-angle), then the computer
program moves it from -90° to +90° position. The whole system - consisting of two motors
and the lens - can be moved together in a perpendicular direction, too. (This is called lifting.)
Identification of a carbonate rock specimen of a planetary surface
It is known that dropping acids produces rather quick reactions with carbonate rocks. This
is the first robotic work to be realized by electronics. The CO2 gas produced will be observed
by gas sensors. This is the second act to be robotized. Of the carbonates some are
paramagnetic, especially siderite (iron-carbonate). This results in a third step: magnetic
contact and attraction of siderite by the magnet. So the main steps to get a robotic realization
for finding carbonate specimens among the rocks on the field are the following: (1)
identification of a carbonate by acid test, (2) measuring the gases liberated by acid, and (3) the
magnetic test identifies the existence of an iron component (Fig.6.) [20].
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Fig.6. The Husar-5 rover with the Carbonate experiment instruments [20]
Magnetic soil dispersing experiment onto an invisible magnetic patterned carpet
We imagined a Martian environment where the wind transports dust particles and the
magnetic ones are trapped by small magnetic discs which were sewed into the carpet. In this
experiment the adhesion of magnetic dust particles made the magnetic disc pattern fixed
inside the carpet visible [21].
In preparing the experiment various composition of the sand + iron grains were mixed
previously. Such dust mixtures were poured onto the unrolled magnetic carpet placed on
Hunveyor. The magnetic discs between the two sheets caused magnetic adhesion of the
magnetic component of the dust. Adhered grains made the pattern visible by coloring the
surface of the sheet above the magnetic discs (Fig.7.). Similar experiment was carried out on
Mars Pathfinder [22, 23].
Changing parameters in the dispersing experiment
There were two changing parameters in the previous stage of the experiment planning: the
mixing ratio between iron and sand, and the slope of the carpet. In the experiments we used 4
sand+iron grain mixtures and 3 different positions of the carpet depending on the conditions
how it is rolled out and sloped out from the Hunveyor frame: 1) on smooth flat carpet, 2) a
small-angle (gentle) aslope carpet, 3) a high-angle aslope carpet (Fig.7.).

Fig.7. Experiment arrangement with various slope declinations of the magnetic carpet
(a white sheet with invisible patterned magnet squares fixed inside). Left: the carpet is at a
small angle, almost horizontal slope. Middle: dispersion and adhesion when the carpet is in
position of a more elevated gentle slope position. Right: dispersion and adhesion onto a
high-angle slope carpet [21]
Students enjoyed the experiment and gradually recognized the role of the two parameters
in determining the real mixing ratio of a real distant dust. In carrying out experiments with an
unknown (Martian) mixture, the mixing ratio was determined by interpolating the produced
pattern between the previous experimental cases.
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The students proposed the following questions:
– Almost perpendicular slope cannot show the magnetic content, only in the case of very
strong magnetic particle content. Therefore somehow we must stabilize the rolling down in a
gentle slope position.
– Magnetic particles adhere and form small clusters before they fall down from winds.
SUMMARY
Such robotic realization of basic experiments triggers enthusiasm in students for
measurements both in physics and chemistry, and also helps physics and chemistry education
to make learning the basic concepts and laws of these disciplines enjoyable.
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ABSTRACT
What can we do when our students are bored during the activities or they are not interested in
the topic? The Arduino board based on ATMEGA chipset or similar devices with a few
sensors or robotics can be the solution. I would like to present some devices based on
Arduino applications used by me during physics lessons and Science Club. The students
designed and built a space experiment with a CanSat, measuring pressure, temperature, air
pollution, the atmospheric gases and some basic data during the flight. The data are collected
and analysed by the ground station. LIFEBOT is a special rescue robot projected and built by
students. This robot finds the victims after natural disasters, even in small and inaccessible
places. It sends real images of them and basic information about their health condition.
INTRODUCTION
The students from the Science Club’s robotics group have been working with Arduino,
Raspberry PI and Redboard for 4 years. These microcontrollers are suitable for both simple
and very complex applications: from flash switches to line followers and rescue robots. The
younger students (12-14 years old) started their work with the learning phase. I explained the
basic information-details about electrical circuits, microcontrollers (without description of
internal structure, semiconductors and microchip theory), sensors, communication between
the sensors and the microcontroller, how the datasheets are used for each component to design
a new measuring or dynamic device. The students from upper secondary school learned about
the internal structure of Arduino board, communication protocol, how the sensors work and
how to develop the software for our robots.
ARDUINO AND ROBOTICS
Arduino is an open-source electronics platform based on easy-to-use hardware and
software, usable for interactive school projects. We mostly use Arduino Uno board (Fig.1.),
which is a microcontroller based on the ATmega328 processor. Arduino boards are able to
read inputs – from different sensors, messages – and turn them into an output, activating a
motor, turning on an LED, send textual information about something. A set of instructions
programmed through the Arduino Software (IDE) make the microcontroller work. The board
has a few communicating facilities with a computer, a second Arduino or microcontroller.
The software for the Arduino includes a serial monitor which helps us send data and simple
texts from the sensor to the Arduino and computer [1, 2].
We built robots not only with Arduino-based microcontrollers but also using Lego NXT
2.0 and EV3 Mindstorm kit with programmable brick. Based on the creativity and knowledge
of the students, the challenge is to create a unique but simple robot and develop the proper
control software.
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Fig.1. Arduino Uno and RedBoard
The main task is to build an autonomous robot which is able to carry out a preprogrammed mission without any human intervention (move and collect balls, avoid
obstacles, follow a track or coloured line, move objects, etc.).
At the Science Club we built a couple of robots which participated in several contests:
WRO (World Robot Olympiad – national phase) 2013, WRO2014, robochallenge, roboticsworkshop where we won 3rd place and special awards. For the WRO2013 we made a service
rover which operates on the imaginary “Commodore Island”. This robot checks for dragon
eggs and collects the good ones and leaves the bad ones on the ground. The second robot – for
the WRO2014 – was a service rover which operates on the surface of an imaginary planet.
There are 15 solar-panels, out of which only 7 work properly. This robot checks for broken
solar panels and replaces them with operating ones. The broken panels are later transported to
the storage.
We also designed self-made rovers using our own material from the physics lab. This type
of robot follows a coloured track (Fig.2.), collects soil samples for analysis and detects the
fire sources near the route [3, 4]. With these robots we organized interactive presentations and
workshops for lower secondary students. During these events we presented the working
principle of the robot, what kind of task it performs and the electrical and mechanical structure
of the device.

Fig.2. Line follower robots
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LIFEBOT – THE RESCUE ROBOT
During the previous school year our most complex robot was the life rescue robot (Fig.3.)
which was further developed from a firework-robot idea (built in 2012). This robot was
designed and built for the 24th Youth Innovation Competition at the Science Club by student
R. Krecht, where he won 2nd place.

Fig.3. LIFEBOT- the rescue robot
Characteristic of this robot:


Helps the work of the rescue team, as it can get into hardly accessible and narrow places.



It is an autonomous vehicle but it could also be radio-controlled. On the board there are 3
independent controlling and managing systems. The first is a 6-channel 35 MHz radio
transceiver; 2 channels control the robot movements (forward and backward), 3 channels
command the robot arm (open, close and rotate) and 1 channel commands the injections.
The second unit is for sensors data, which are transmitted separately with a transmitter
434MHz unit to the microcontroller. The third system is for the IP camera, a 2.4-GHz
wireless unit.



It can be used on most types of terrain and 10 cm layer of water.



The chassis is water- and shockproof, the full cover is fire resistant.



Presents real-time parameters of the searched environment for the rescue team. The value
of pressure, temperature, air pollution, flammable gases and presences of water are
collected by the sensors and are transmitted to the microcontroller. With a proper program
these data are decoded and displayed on the PC monitor.



The flammable gases and the smoke are detected by a very sensitive sensor for butane,
propane, hydrogen, CH4 gases and air pollution.



Measures the distance in front of it and avoids the obstacles. The distance between the
robot and the obstacles is measured with a reflective infrared distance sensor. This sensor
can measure the distance based on triangulation method. The light impulse is an infrared
wave which is reflected from the obstacles located at 3 – 40cm under a certain angle.
These angles help to determine the distance between the object and the robot.



Identifies the vibrations occurring in the chassis with a gyro sensor, and prevents the rover
from rollover.



Can track victims by transmitting live video images about the searched area with an
incorporated wireless IP camera. When the robot is turned on, the camera connects
automatically to a router belonging to the robot control unit. The router transmits real time
image about the victim to the PC where it is displayed using a C# Windows Form
application. The sensors built into the robot arm measure body temperature and pulse. If it
is necessary, it is capable of minor medical interventions: disinfects and injects medicine.
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METEOROLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS WITH CANSAT15
Over the past few years (since 2012) we built a couple of cansat devices. The cansat is a
semi-autonomous vehicle which is small enough to fit in a soda-can (115 mm – height and
66 mm – diameter). Our “mini-satellite” was designed and built in a way to withstand forces
like a small rocket launch, explosion and being ejected from the rocket at an approximate
height of 1km and landing. It landed within a 165-s timeframe counted from the moment of
exiting the rocket. During its descent sensors sent data (pressure, temperature and humidity
values, UV radiation intensity, solid pollution and flammable gases concentration,
acceleration) to a ground station. The ground station’s parts are a 434-MHz radio receiver
(which converts the received message), a 5-segment Yagi antenna and a laptop. Throughout
the whole experiment GPS data were sent to localize our flying device. The gathered data
were saved into a database and analysed after the mission had been completed [6].

Fig.4. CanSat device for the 2015 European Cansat competition with soil sensor
For last year’s CanSat competition (Fig.4.) we designed a minirover for ground
measurements. After the CanSat15’s landing the mini rover exits from it and reaches a certain
distance from the main unit. There it introduces two small needles into the soil (at a depth of
35-45 mm) serving as measurement probes. We measured the resistance between the two
electrodes and analysed the current variation. This measurement was repeated after every 1m
distance travelled. From these values we were able to determine the humidity and possible
other properties of the soil. Based on the acquired data we plotted a graph corresponding to
the studied assumptions.
To protect the device, we managed to create some outer shells. The thickest is made from
six layers of fibreglass and the heavier shell is from metal as well. This metal shell is made up
from a cylindrical piece with a spring-loaded door for the rover. We tested our parachutes at
the school yard throwing it out from the top of the buildings. The students filmed the weight’s
fall to the ground from different heights. They made several films and analysed the videos.
Knowing the heights of the buildings and captured pictures from the videos, we compared
them and calculated the falling speed of the soda-can for different types of parachutes. The
parachute tests showed us that we should use the metal shell if the ground is hard, or one of
the fibreglass shells if the ground is soft or covered with grass.
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For the CanSat device measurements we used the Arduino environment with wiring
library, based on C/C++ language. The students wrote a proper program to run all the data
collection process (Fig.5.).With this program we could activate the primary sensors and send
the gathered data to the computer [3, 5].

Fig.5. Diagram for appropriate control and command software
The sensors we used for this device and the connected meteorological station were: gyro,
accelerometer, compass and altimeter, pressure and altitude; humidity and temperature,
magnetometer, UV index, gas; GPS and Camera.
The UV sensor measures the intensity of UVA radiation from the solar spectrum and gives
us a weighted value called UV index. Our sensor provides us with a mean value of the UV
index measured on distances of 100 m each.
For school experiments we elevated the cansat with a quadcopter to a height of 400-600m.
We established a wireless connection between the cansat, the meteorological station fixed on
the top of the gym and the central PC located in the phyics lab. The cansat and mini meteo
station (Fig.6.) sent humidity, pressure, temperature, solid pollution, UV index data from
different altitudes, during several days. We compared these data, plotted graphs with them
(pressure and temperature measured by the two devices at same time but different location)
and analyzed the evolution of air parameters. These measurements helped the students
understand the thermodinamic processes and atmosphere physics easier.

Fig.6. Meteorological station with Redboard and Arduino Mini pro
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CONCLUSIONS
This creative process performed with my students helps them deepen their understanding
of the internal connection between the theory taught at physics and IT classes and those
practical, technical applications. The students enjoy these classes because they participate
actively and innovatively in every phase of the activities. The brainstorming is the
introductive moment of every class. They present their ideas on how they will solve the
specific task: how they will move the device, what they will measure, what sort of elements
we need, power supply problems, how we could command the device to perform the tasks,
etc. After a detailed analysis of the proposals we summarise the theory necessary to solve the
problem. This is a very good opportunity for them to review and complete with new data what
they have learnt in class.
These activities are successful because we learn about:
 Teamwork – for every work phase they are divided into groups of 2-3 students with
well-defined tasks. For the manual work (soldering, drawing circuit diagram, drilling,
moulding, etc.) the group leaders are the students who are modelling airplanes or
boats.
 Project management – how to carry out a scientific project from planning through
design and to final product, results. For each project we prepare a complete
documentation: design and building plan, scientific mission and objective description,
task list with time schedule, software design and development, testing plan,
mechanical and electrical structure design, group organisation, resource estimation,
budget, etc.
 Problem solving skills, presentation (ppt, prezi) and workshop for younger students.
The students prepare presentations and group activities to present their results and to
awaken the younger students’ interest and curiosity toward robot construction and
technical tasks.
 A lot of physics: mechanics, atmospheric physics, electronics, electricity;
 Computer science, IT; programming (Arduino software, C++, icon-based software,
object oriented programming C#, data analysis with data base)
 Robot planning and building, from the simple object lifting devices to complex
machines which could make decisions using sensors’ data based on a proper program.
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ABSTRACT
High school students are very interested in astronomy, especially, in modern astronomical
discoveries. The most exciting recent discoveries refer to exoplanets. Among the
approximately 2000 known exoplanets there are several dozens which orbit in the habitable
zone of their host stars. There are some Earth-like exoplanets, too. Finding a true Earth-like
exoplanet, which hosts life, is one of the main goals of searching for exoplanets. We have to
illustrate to our students the differences and similarities between our and other planetary
systems. Let’s explore with our pupils the wonderful new world of exoplanets.

ARE WE ALONE IN THE UNIVERSE?
For thousands of years people have wondered if there are other worlds like ours and other
living beings, especially intelligent forms of life in the universe. The study of the scientific
questions associated with the search for life in the universe gets more and more attention each
year. Since Copernicus, we know that the Earth is not in the centre of the Solar System, nor is
the Solar System in the centre of the Milky Way galaxy, and even our galaxy is not in the
centre of the Universe.
Today, life is only known on the Earth, but there are many other planets outside the Solar
System that can host life, suggesting we are not alone. Life is so common on the Earth that it
can be found in any harsh environments. The question is how prevalent life is in the Solar
System, in the Milky Way, and in the Universe.
There are many questions awaiting answers. What is our place in the universe? How did
we get there? Are we alone? Where are the other beings? (Enrico Fermi) Shall we find
intelligent life? (SETI) What is life? Is there life beyond Earth and how could we detect it?
How did life evolve on the Earth? What makes a world habitable? Could we live elsewhere in
the universe? What fractions of stars host planets? Are Earth-sized planets, in the habitable
zone of stars, common or rare in our galaxy? Are there Earth-like planets around our
neighbouring stars? And we could continue the list. Some decades ago we did not have any
answers for these questions, but now we are able to answer some of them.
Are we alone in the universe? The answer is almost certainly "no" according to Ellen
Stofan, chief scientist for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).
"I believe we are going to have strong indications of life beyond Earth in the next decade and
definitive evidence in the next 10 to 20 years”, “We know where to look, we know how to
look, and in most cases we have the technology" she said at a NASA panel discussion [1].
In this paper we deal with habitable planets, especially the Earth-like planets that could
harbour life.
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SEARCHING FOR EARTH-LIKE PLANETS IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM
The Solar System consists of the Sun, the planets, dwarf planets, moons, asteroids, and
comets. There are eight planets in the Solar System, each very different and peculiar in its
own way. We know that at least one harbours life, the Earth. Although men have only been on
the Earth and the Moon, we have detailed pictures of most of the planets, their moons and of
some asteroids and comets. These have been taken and sent to us by spacecrafts, rovers and
space telescopes.
Our two neighbouring planets, the Venus and the Mars are the most similar to the Earth in
the Solar System (see Fig.1.). Although Venus is hardly different in size from our planet and
formerly people imagined a rich wildlife on it, due to its hellish surface circumstances our
interest is focused on Mars. While the Venus’s surface is obscured by thick clouds, Mars has
a thin atmosphere.

Fig.1. Comparison of Earth and Mars, NASA
Scientists have been curious for centuries whether life exists on Mars, yet we do not know
if Mars has ever hosted life. In 1877 the Italian astronomer Giovanni Sciaparelli observed
Mars ‘channels’ through his telescope. The American astronomer Percival Lowell thought
that there was intelligent life on Mars, capable of constructing large canals which he saw as
lines in his telescope. The public mind has spread this perception. Scientists expect that if we
discover life on Mars, it will most likely be simple bacterial life and not humanoid aliens like
most of the Martians one has seen in the movies. Many missions have orbited and landed on
the surface of Mars, but so far no evidence of life has been discovered. Mars is a right target
for searching life beyond the Earth, because it is easily reachable and could have been
habitable in the past [2].
Though we might find life on other celestial bodies (for example on some moons) in the
Solar System, we do not discuss them in this paper.
SEARCHING FOR EARTH-LIKE PLANETS BEYOND THE SOLAR SYSTEM
To search for life beyond our Solar System, one of the first steps is to find an exoplanet
that might support life. An extrasolar planet, or exoplanet, is a planet that orbits a star
different from the Sun. As astronomers discovered that the stars in the sky are other suns, and
the galaxies consist of hundreds of billions of stars, they suggested that planets must orbit
around them. However, there was not any proof until the early 1990s. Exoplanets are difficult
to observe, because most of them are too small, too far away and too faint to be detected
directly.
How are the discoveries made?
Astronomers have developed several methods for finding exoplanets. They use telescopes
armed with photometers (a device that measures light), spectrographs and infrared cameras.
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One way how astronomers look for exoplanets is the radial velocity method. If a star has
a planet (or planets) around it, the planet and the star orbit their common centre of mass.
Because the star is much more massive than its planets, the centre of mass is usually within
the star and the star appears to wobble slightly as its planets revolve around it. These wobbles
can be detected with a spectrograph. If a star is moving towards us, its light and all the dark
(absorption) lines in the spectrum will appear blueshifted, while if it is moving away, the light
will be redshifted (Doppler-effect). A big, Jupiter-like exoplanet might cause a star to wobble
by several meters per second. But a small, Earth-like exoplanet might only wobble its star by
ten centimetres per second. The first exoplanet discoveries were ‘hot-Jupiters’ (that are much
larger than Jupiter and orbit very close to their stars) because it was easier to detect them than
the smaller ones or others that orbit farther from their stars. We can determine the (minimum)
mass of an exoplanet, as well as its orbital period and distance by using the radial velocity
method [3].
Another effective exoplanet searching method is the transit technique. If an exoplanet’s
orbit crosses the line of sight between its parent star and Earth, it will block some of the light
and cause the star to dim. Extremely sensitive instruments can measure the tiny drop in the
star's brightness. By measuring its depth and knowing the size (radius) of the star, we can
determine the size (radius) of the exoplanet. By measuring the elapsed time between
consecutive transits we learn the orbital period of the exoplanet. Using Kepler’s Third Law of
Motion, we can calculate the average distance of the exoplanet from its star [3]. Although
only a small fraction of exoplanets produce occultation, still it is the most successful
exoplanet detecting method. CoRoT and Kepler are two space telescopes whose goals were to
search for exoplanets by using the transit method. CoRoT discovered the first small rocky
exoplanet (CoRoT-7b) [4]. Kepler detected the first Earth-sized exoplanet, which was in the
‘habitable zone’ of its star (Kepler186f) [5].
As I have mentioned before, the exoplanets are faint because they do not emit own light. It
is very difficult to search for an exoplanet near its star in a photo. One way to see a dim planet
near a bright star is to blot out the star using a device called coronagraph. The direct imaging
method uses infrared lights to observe exoplanets because in these wavelengths the host star
not as bright as its exoplanet compared to visual wavelengths. This method works for planets
that are very far from their stars [3].
There are other exoplanet searching methods as well, for example astrometry, the
gravitational microlensing method and pulsar timing [3].
The discovery and characterization of exoplanets (see Fig.2.) is one of the most exciting
and fast-changing areas in modern astronomical research. Today we know that exoplanets are
common around different types of stars. It is possible that every single star we can see at night
has at least one planet. That would mean that there are at least a hundred billion exoplanets
just in our galaxy. According to recent discoveries, it is possible that most stars have planets
in their habitable zones, among them there are some Earth-like planets, too [6].
Astronomers are discovering new extrasolar planets incessantly. But the goal is to find
habitable, Earth-like exoplanets, that are rocky, roughly have the same size as our planet, orbit
a star similar to our own, and have a right surface temperature for liquid water.
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Fig.2. ‘Periodic Table of Exoplanets’ (The Earth is a warm planet.), PHL@UPR Arecibo
HABITABLE ZONE
The habitable zone or Goldilocks zone is the region around a star where the temperature is
just right to have liquid water on the surface of a planet (see Fig.3.). If a planet is too close to
its parent star, it will be too hot and the water would evaporate. If a planet is too far from a
star, it is too cold and the water is frozen. Stars that are smaller, cooler and have a lower mass
than the Sun (for example M-dwarfs) have their habitable zone much closer to the star than
the Sun. Stars that are larger, hotter and more massive than the Sun have their habitable zone
much farther out from the star. The habitable zone is not the only place in the planetary
system that supports life, it is possible that an exomoon being outside the habitable zone gets
enough energy from the tidal heating to be habitable. Tides are due to differences in the
strength of gravitational force acting on an exomoon orbiting its host exoplanet. When an
exomoon is moving around an exoplanet, the tidal attraction of the exoplanet distorts the
shape of its satellite. The created bulges migrate around on the exomoon. Tidal dissipation
can result in internal heating that could be enough for example to maintain liquid water
beneath an icy surface.
The Kepler-452b and its star is the most similar to the Earth-Sun system found yet. Before
its discovery, the Kepler-186f, Kepler-62f, and Kepler-22b were the “most similar”
exoplanets to the Earth. Kepler-186f is 17 percent larger (in its radius) than the Earth, and
makes a revolution around its star every 130 days in the habitable zone. The host star is a reddwarf star that is much cooler than our Sun and only half of its size, so Kepler-186f gets about
one-third of the energy from its star that Earth gets from the Sun. Kepler-62f is a “super
Earth” about 40 percent larger than our home planet. Its star is cooler and smaller than the
Sun, and Kepler-62f orbits in its habitable zone. Kepler-22b was the first of the Kepler planets
found within the habitable zone, and its star is very similar to our Sun. Kepler-22b is about
2.4 times of the Earth’s size [7].
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Fig.3. Artistic representation of the habitable exoplanets. Earth, Mars, Jupiter, and Neptune
are shown for scale on the right. Source: http://phl.upr.edu
Not all the Earth-like exoplanets were discovered by the Kepler Space Telescope. For
example Gliese 667Cc was detected by the European Southern Observatory’s 3.6-meter
telescope in Chile. The planet’s mass is at least 4.5 times that of the Earth’s mass. It orbits
around a red dwarf in the habitable zone with a 28-day period. Gliese 667Cc receives around
90 percent of the flux we get from the Sun. This planetary system is 22 lightyears from the
Solar System. There are five more exoplanets in this planetary system, among them two in the
habitable zone [8].
Kepler-452b the most Earth-like exoplanet we know, circles a sunlike star at about the
same distance as Earth orbits the Sun. This exoplanet is about 60 percent larger than our home
planet, therefore it is not a true "Earth twin", rather an “Earth cousin”. Kepler-452b’s orbital
period is 385 days, just 20 days longer than our own year. Its star is just 4 % larger, 1.5 billion
years older and 20% brighter than the Sun. Kepler-452b is the first known possibly rocky
habitable exoplanet orbiting around a Sunlike star [7].
Scientists have found a Jupiter’s twin. They used the ESO 3.6-metre telescope to identify
an exoplanet (HIP 11915b) orbiting at the same distance from a Sun-like star, HIP 11915, as
the Jupiter orbits the Sun. The host star has the same age as the Sun and there may be rocky
planets in this planetary system, too [8].
The search for Earth’s twins is speeding up. In the years ahead even more improved
methods will allow us to detect many exoplanets like Earth. Whether they harbour life is a
harder question that we might answer in decades. Another difficult question is how we could
travel or send a spacecraft to an exoplanet. We can use the Interstellar Trip Planner
(http://planetquest.jpl.nasa.gov/system/interactable/5/) to get to know how long it would take
to travel to an exoplanet by different space vehicles. I recommend another interesting,
interactive website about the exoplanets: http://eyes.nasa.gov/eyes-on-exoplanets.html.
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SPACE TELESCOPES AND FUTURE EXOPLANET MISSIONS
The NASA Kepler Space Telescope was designed to seek exoplanets and determine their
size and orbital period. This most successful space telescope found the first Earth-sized planet
in the habitable zone of a star (Kepler-186f).
The Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS, 2017 NASA) will measure light curves
of stars in the whole sky. The main goal of the TESS mission is to detect Earth-sized
exoplanets around bright stars near our Solar System.
The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST, 2018 NASA) will use the infrared light. It will
study the atmospheres of exoplanets to find an Earth’s twin among other scientific goals.
CHaracterizing ExOPlanet Satellite (CHEOPS, 2017 ESA) will detect exoplanetary transits
of bright stars already known to have exoplanets. The CHEOPS mission will determine the
bulk density of small exoplanets orbiting bright stars.
The PLAnetary Transits and Oscillations of stars (PLATO, 2024 ESA) mission will find
and characterise Earth-sized exoplanets and super-Earths. It will help understand the planet
formation, too.
WHY TO STUDY AND TEACH EXOPLANETS?
Teaching exoplanets in the school is usually a challenge for physics teachers, because it is
a complex subject of physics and other fields of science. Astronomy, especially teaching
exoplanets is a very efficient way to teach science including physics.
The more we learn about exoplanets, the more we know about how our Earth and the Solar
System function, how planets form and interact with each other. Students would like to know
more about exoplanets, and they take part enthusiastically in assigned projects related to
habitable exoplanets.
We live in a special era, when we can determine some properties of planetary systems
hundreds of light-years away and able to answer some questions about the universe that
humans have asked for a long time. We efficiently explore our Solar System and beyond to
understand our place in the Universe, and look for extraterrestrial life. The search for and the
understanding of life in the Universe are fundamental questions in the natural sciences as well
as in philosophy, psychology, sociology and theology.
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ABSTRACT
Effective and interesting physics education is conditioned by exploratory character of
student's activity. One aspect of how to support pupils' curiosity and imagination, as well as
observation is to integrate teaching with historical observations of the night sky. Within the
informal education we can use virtual observations by means of astronomical computer
programs EURO – VO (The European Virtual Observatory) that allow us to conduct
simulations in space and time and help us explain individual phenomena in their historical
context and discovery. The author presents a case study of including selected historical
components of observations in physics education by means of interactive computer programs
and also describes her experience with such work.

INTRODUCTION
The current period of astronomical development is accompanied by a huge increase in
information data, which has prompted a new way of archiving them. The digitization of
astronomical data marks a new era not only in the processing and use of these data by the
professional community, but also in making it available for educational needs as well as to the
general public. The rapid development of information technology in recent years has greatly
expanded opportunities in education. It stimulated new forms of education and significantly
reshaped the aims and methods of teaching. The inclusion of interactive computer programs
in teaching can be seen as an essential element to promote a quality learning environment. At
present, the implementation of innovative technologies in teaching has been discussed by
various educational researches not only abroad but also in Slovakia [1, 2]. Virtualization and
interactive programs have become a key method in many educational standards and
encourage an active learning method at all levels of education.
It turns out that inclusion of the practical part of the learning process in different areas of
astronomy, e.g. the virtual observatories, promotes pupils' active learning process. The biggest
attraction for pupils of primary and secondary education level is, undoubtedly, the
observation. A very practical astronomical observation in the context of teaching, however, is
associated with a number of problems – ranging from schools being poorly equipped with
observational techniques, light pollution of the site, the weather changes to time requirements.
Additional restrictions stem from the fact that observations at night cannot be conducted
during regular school hours and thus require special arrangements that are not easily made in
most of the primary and secondary schools. Astronomical interactive virtual programs are
thus an excellent substitute for the real observations. Their inclusion in the process of
teaching is currently highly relevant.
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We know a number of European projects which aim to streamline the teaching of
astronomy through modern technology education. European Virtual Observatory project
EURO – VO offers special products - computer programs that enable global electronic access,
offer software tools for search, virtualization, and data analysis for research and educational
purposes [3]. Computer programs Stellarium and Aladin can rightly be called virtual
observatories. Their application introduces us into story lines of the night sky in real time, in
the past or in the future. Using the displayed data the phenomenon in its historical continuity
of the discovery process as well as the latest astronomical data can be explained. In this paper,
we focus on the application of certain options listed in computer programs to physics lectures
or to working with interest groups.
STELLARIUM
Stellarium [4] is a computer planetarium that displays a realistic sky as it can be seen with
the naked eye or binoculars. However, it is not restricted to visualization of the celestial
sphere. It also allows to view different parts of the universe both in space and in time. It is
mainly based on the Hipparcos catalog. Stellaria Basic Catalog contains 600,000 stars with
their basic identification data. The virtual observatory Stellarium with its software suite
provides the user with a number of variations of creating the outputs. In our contribution we
focus on those that can be used in teaching.
The student's ability to navigate in the night sky is one of the goals of teaching astronomy
in our schools. Due to the fact that Stellarium can specify the location of the observation
points, in this virtual world we can demonstrate the beauty of not only the northern but also
the southern night sky. To determine the constellations we can use an "assistant" to determine
the name of the constellation and its brightest stars, to determine the shape, but also its
mythological representations (Fig.1). Attached circles allow us to visualize the constellations
according to the basic distribution, to track astronomical phenomena, such as the position of
planets, stars occultation by the Moon, and also, for example, meteor showers. For an
explanation of real phenomena in the sky, Stellarium provides additional programs (scripts),
which can be downloaded from the Internet. Furthermore, new customized programs can be
created. Stellarium has been developed as an open source software project under the GNU
GPL license and allows users to add their own plug-in modules (satellites, control of
telescopes etc.). The scripting language ECMAScript offers the users possibility to create
their own views, to find positions of various objects or to demonstrate different phenomena.
The existing scripts contain examples of eclipses of the Sun and the Moon, projection of
the Earth from other planets, as well as surface maps of particular planets.
The program allows the users to monitor real orbits of planets and their moons. We can
see, for example, Jupiter moons, as they were first seen by Galileo Galilei. Stellarium allows
much more, their zoom and even their movement over time. For a few seconds we can see the
whole circulation of the moons around the planet. In Stellarium, information can be found on
parallax, spectral type and absolute magnitude of the brightest stars, which allow us its use in
teaching. In this way it is possible to construct, for example, the HR diagram of the brightest
stars of the night sky.
In the next section, we present an example how to compare the age of three open star
clusters. We choose the best-known open star clusters: the Pleiades, Hyades and the Beehive
(Praesepe). Stellarium program will allow us to locate the clusters and the necessary data for
the stars, in particular – absolute magnitude and spectral class (Fig.2). These data were
processed in the table editor. The displayed diagram represents a shift from individual stars on
the main sequence of the HR diagram.
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Fig.1. Exploring constellations asterisms Summer Triangle
The HR diagram basically shows the relationship between the stars´ brightness versus their
spectral type. The stars of the Pleiades are listed on the main sequence, which documents their
younger age compared to the stars in the Hyades, for which the offset from the main sequence
on the HR diagram is larger [5].

Fig.2. The HR Diagram for the open clusters Pleiades, Hyades and Praesepe
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ALADIN
The interactive computer program Aladin [6] acts as a space atlas which allows the user to
visualize digitized astronomical images, to search astronomical catalogs of data and databases
(e.g. Simbad, VizieR) and to connect all the servers of virtual observatories. In teaching it
allows students to reproduce astronomical discoveries by providing the necessary data. It
includes a built-in spreadsheet for calculations which other programs lack. Having in mind the
complexity of the program it is more suitable for students who have learned the basics of
working with a computer as well as basic knowledge of astronomy. In settings, the control
level can be selected, one of the possibilities is the student profile. ALADIN is a basic
environment that can run specialized tools of virtual observatories available on the Internet in
the form of modules, for example for data visualization and spectrum analysis. For the first
orientation in available options for computations needed in astronomy, methodically worked
examples on the web EURO-VO can be used.
For illustration, we can give an example of using the ALADIN program to help determine
a distance of a galaxy. Firstly, a distance of the galaxy M31 in the constellation Andromeda
was determined by Edwin Hubble. In determining a distance, he used characteristics of
Cepheid variable stars (Ceph). Period changes in brightness of the variable star depend on the
absolute magnitude according to the equation
M = –1,43 – 2,81 log P,

(1)

where M is the absolute magnitude of a given star, P is the period of the star's brightness
changes. The distance of the galaxy can be determined by the distance module, which is a
function of the absolute magnitude. The module distance can be expressed as
m – M = 5 log r – 5,

(2)

where M is the absolute magnitude, m the apparent magnitude of the star and r is the distance
expressed in parsecs. In the following section we present a practical application of the
procedure for determining the distance of the galaxy M81 in the constellation Ursa Major. In
the ALADIN program we open the catalog VizieR M81 and find an object and choose the
type of variable star Ceph. The program displays the stars and a data sheet. In the table of data
we are interested in a column with a period. To calculate the absolute magnitude of stars
found we can use a built-in calculator of the ALADIN program, or process the data by other
means (Fig.3 a, b).

Fig.3 a) calculation of the absolute magnitude and
b) distance Ceph in M 81 in the program Aladin
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PROJECT OF KNOWLEDGE ACTIVE CREATION THROUGH AN INTERACTIVE
STELLARIUM.
1. In the pilot project we investigated the extent to which the learning process will be
influenced by such computer applications. We chose the interactive computer program
Stellarium, which is a product of the European project EURO-VO (The European Virtual
Observatory). We focused on the possible inclusion of certain topics from astronomy to
physics and worked out simple tasks using Stellarium. For the pilot survey, two first grade
classes of the secondary school in Snina were selected, where in the physics curriculum
astronomy was included. Students solved problems involving several virtual observations according to the covered thematic topics – the orientation of the Solar System in the sky and
Kepler's laws. Students in both classes were comparable (23 students in the class where the
program Stellarium was used, and 25 students, where the topic took on the traditional way).
The conclusion was made by a knowledge test of the topics covered. The test results clearly
show that students who have taken over the curriculum using the computer program
Stellarium acquired much more basic terms.
2. Regarding attitudinal questions, 75% of the pupils who worked with Stellarium
answered that learning astronomy was interesting for them (in the experimental classes such
statement was given by 50% of pupils).

Fig.4. Test answers evaluation
CONCLUSION
The results of our pilot survey confirm that the inclusion of interactive computer programs
in teaching supports increasing the knowledge level in the field. We can conclude that
teaching with Stellarium was also very interesting for pupils. The active work aroused greater
interest in them in the discussed topics than in students who took the traditional way.
Moreover, as demonstrated by the final test, they showed more acquired knowledge than
students in classical teaching. It turns out that the inclusion of topics from astronomy to
physics teaching using Stellarium is a motivator for learning and may be one of the factors
that will help determine further orientation of pupils towards studying natural sciences.
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